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Text:
The Robinsons is a small family but lives in a big house with a very lovely garden. They have
got five rooms but two children Lydia and Arnold .Lydia‘s Room is upstairs next to the
bathroom. And Arnold’s is next to the parent’s. Everyday the kids get up early, have a bath, a
good breakfast and go to school at seven o’clock .they study Maths and English there in the
morning and do not return back in the afternoon. After school. They always help their
mother in the kitchen in the evening; they revise their lesons and go to bed.

Reading comprehension: A) Answer these questions :(1.5pts)
1) Where’s Arnold’s room?----------------------------------------------------------------2) How is the Robinson’s home? ------------------------------------------------------------3) What do the children do before school?----------------------------------------------------

B) True.False:justify :(1.5pts)
-There is a balcony in the Robinson’s house ------------------------------------------------------Lydia and Arnold come back home to have lunch ----------------------------------------------After school, they surf in the net -------------------------------------------------------------------

Lexis: 1)Find in the text the synonyms of:(2pts)
Magnificent = ---------------------------------

/ Take a shower = ----------------------------------

2) What do the underlined words refer to in the text?:(2pts)
They : -------------------------------------- / There = ---------------------------------

Grammar: 1) Ask questions on the words underlined.(2pts)
-Tom feels tired today -----------------------------------------------------------------I wake up at 6:00AM -----------------------------------------------------------------Jennifer revises her lesson ---------------------------------------------------------

2)A)Fill in the spaces with the correct subject or object pronouns:(1.75pts)

_ The hockey players have a game tonight. -----------------------have a game tonight.
_The teacher helps my friends and I. -------------------------- helps ----------------------------_He knows Tom / he knows -------------------------------------_Thomas likes the movie. ---------------------- Likes ---------------------------_He doesn’t know Peter and Mike .He doesn’t know ------------------------

B) Put in the suitable possessive adjectives or pronouns.(1.75pts)
1) Is this car yours? Yes, it’s -----------------------2) Is that Alice’s coat? No, it isn’t ---------------------3) I think these bicycles are Molly’s and yours, oh yes, they are --------------------4) Mary, this cardigan isn’t mine. Is it -----------------------?
5) Where is Molly and Andy’s house? -----------------------house is in west street
6) Peter his has cap but Henry hasn’t……………………….
7) ----------------- favourite sport is football. I play a lot in Summer

3) Find seven: Weather words (3.5pts)
1 ---------------------------2 ---------------------------3 ----------------------------4 -----------------------------5 -----------------------------6 ------------------------------7………………………………………………..……….

Writing: Write a paragraph to speak about your activities on the week ends.
(4pts)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Good luck

